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Abstract

Ferritic ductile iron (DI) GJS 400 and high-silicon

strengthened ductile irons (HSSDIs) with 3.5 and 4.5 wt%

of silicon contents were produced with different cooling

rates, and the microstructures were analyzed to find the

main microstructure parameters. The Y-blocks GJS 400

presented good nodularity, while the heavy section GJS

400 presented some graphite degeneracy with a lower

nodularity. The 3.5 wt% HSSDI shown a good nodularity,

while with increasing silicon content to 4.5 wt%, signifi-

cant graphite degeneracy occurred with the appearance of

chunky graphite. Samples were tensile tested and the ten-

sile data were analyzed through the physical-based con-

stitutive Voce equation, and the Voce parameters were

plotted to produce a matrix assessment diagram (MAD).

Y-blocks and heavy section GJS 400 data lied on two

distinct lines in MAD, and they had, however, positive and

negative intercepts which meant indeed two contradictory

plastic behaviors. The intercept of the best fitting line of the

GJS 400 Y-blocks data was positive and so consistent with

the physical meaning of Voce equation, while the intercept

of the best fitting line of the GJS 400 heavy section data

was negative, which meant an unexpected opposite plastic

behavior. Same behavior was reported for the investigated

HSSDIs, resulting in positive intercept of the best fitting

line in MAD for the 3.5 wt% HSSDI data and negative

intercept for the 4.5 wt% HSSDI data. The uniform strain

energy density (SEDU) that is the area below the tensile

flow curve up to the uniform strain, i.e., the strain where

necking begins, was also investigated. SEDU resulted to be

almost constant for all the GJS 400 Y-blocks tensile flow

curves and 3.5 wt% HSSDI, which was typical of a sound

material, while in GJS 400 heavy section and 4.5 wt%

HSSDI, SEDU changed significantly in a systematic way,

indicating that metallurgical defects had affected the

plastic behavior. So it was concluded that in the MAD the

best fitting line of the tensile data with positive intercept

was a possible indication of the material soundness, while

the negative intercept was indication of defected material.

The results suggested that the MAD analysis produced

from tensile Voce parameters can be a useful and easy tool

for industry not only to classify the production routes of

DIs (Si content mainly and heat treatments), but also to

identify possible microstructure poorness within a single

DI grade.

Keywords: ductile irons, Y-blocks, heavy sections,

tensile properties, microstructure quality assessment

Introduction

Process–microstructure–property relationships have always

represented a key issue in the industrial production and
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application of materials. Microstructure in ductile irons

(DIs) may enclose defects and metallurgical discontinu-

ities, like irregular morphology graphite, slag inclusions,

shrinkages and gas holes, which may cause high variability

in their mechanical properties. To minimize this variability,

the integrity of DIs, that is, the absence of defects and

metallurgical discontinuities, should be easily evaluated

through procedures based on tensile testing1,2 that repre-

sents the simplest mechanical examination.

A quality assessment procedure based on tensile testing

should be capable both of classifying the different DI

microstructures produced through different chemical

compositions (mainly silicon content) and different pro-

duction routes, and of giving indications of potential

defects that may affect the mechanical properties of

materials. Using the minimal tensile properties (yield

stress, tensile stress and ductility) may be not sufficient, so,

as the correlation between microstructure and tensile

plastic behavior is our concern, dislocation dynamics

should be considered through modeling tensile flow curves

with dislocation-density-related constitutive equations that

have physical bases and can give some deeper information

on microstructure–property relationships. In References 3

and 4, a physical meaning of the differential form of the

dislocation-density-related Voce equation was given. The

Voce equation parameters are related to the microstructure

characteristic features, and the plastic deformation micro-

mechanisms, like dislocation density storage, and disloca-

tion density decrease caused by dynamic recovery. Refer-

ence 5 shows that Voce equation described properly the

strain hardening behaviors of a wide range of DI grades,

like ferritic–pearlitic, pearlitic–ferritic isothermed DIs

(IDIs) and austempered DIs (ADIs), while the empirical

Hollomon-type equations failed.

A mathematical procedure based on modeling tensile flow

curves through Voce equation has given promising results

on both process–microstructure classification and integrity

assessment of a wide number of different DI grades.6,7 It is

based on two diagrams: The first is the matrix assessment

diagram (MAD) where the Voce equation parameters 1/ec

versus Ho are plotted. In MAD, data from DIs with dif-

ferent chemical compositions and different production

routes lied on specific lines, so the MAD approach was

capable of identifying unambiguously different grades of

DIs. The second is the integrity assessment diagram (IAD)

consisting of the plot of the experimental elongations to

rupture versus the theoretical uniform elongations (where

necking occurs) calculated with the Voce formalism. IAD

should be capable of identifying whether potential defects

are present, as material rupture occurs prematurely before

necking if defects are present, while it occurs beyond

necking for sound materials. The procedure is based on the

fundamental assumption that the defects do not affect the

strain hardening behavior of DIs, which has been validated

in IDI 800 produced through Y-block molds.8 In the

investigated IDI 800 samples, no metallurgical disconti-

nuities were found and nodularity was excellent, since

nodularity was about 90% for all samples. Even if signif-

icant differences in the elongations to ruptures in IAD were

found, the strain hardening behaviors of the investigated

IDI 800 samples were not affected. So it was concluded

that single defects in the matrix should have affected only

the elongations to rupture according to the fracture

mechanics. No diffuse defects in IDIs 800 were present, or

at least their nature and density were below a significant

threshold and did not affect the flow curve shapes.

In DIs produced through heavy sections where the solidifi-

cation rates are very slow, the nodule count decreases and

nodule size increases, while graphite degenerates causing the

decrease in nodularity and even the possible appearance of

chunky graphite.9,10 All of this leads to decreasing and scat-

tering mechanical properties.11,12 So in heavy sections, the

sizes and the density of defects are expected to affect signif-

icantly the strain hardening behavior and the quality assess-

ment procedure might need some corrections. High-silicon

strengthened DIs (HSSDIs) with silicon content higher than

3.0 wt% presents fully ferritic microstructure with increased

strength and moderate ductility reduction with respect to the

conventional ferritic–pearlitic DI grades with similar

strength.13,14 However, for silicon content higher than

4.2 wt% and slow cooling rates, an abrupt decrease in ductility

occurs, because of chemical ordering and graphite degenera-

tion with possible chunky graphite.15,16 Also in HSSDIs with

silicon content of higher 4.2 wt% produced through slow

rates, the strain hardening behavior is expected to be affected,

and so, also this grade is a useful alloy to test the potentiality of

the quality assessment procedure.

In the present paper, the comparison of the results of the

analysis through the quality assessment procedure based on

the matrix assessment diagram (MAD) within two different

DI grades is reported. Conventional ferritic GJS 400 was

produced through Y-blocks and heavy section, while fer-

ritic 3.5 and 4.5 wt% HSSDIs were produced through 50-

and 75-mm Y-blocks to experience different cooling rates.

The investigation was focused on the capability of the

quality assessment procedure to give indications of the

integrity of the tested DIs, even if strain hardening

behavior could be affected by metallurgical discontinuities

or defects like in GJS 400 produced in heavy section and in

4.5 wt% HSSDIs produced with slow cooling rates.

Materials and Experimental

GJS 400 Microstructure

GJS 400 Y-Blocks

GJS 400 (C = 3.63 wt %, Si = 2.45, Mn = 0.13, Mg =

0.046, Cu = 0.133, Ni = 0.017, Cr = 0.023, P = 0.038,
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S = 0.043, Fe = bal.) was produced in Zanardi Fonderie

S.p.A. through four different mold geometries: a cylindri-

cal Lynchburg mold with 25 mm diameter (the modified

keel mold per ASTM A 536-84(2019)e1 Figure 4) and

three different Y-block molds with increasing thickness 25,

50 and 75 mm complying on the standard ASTM A 536-84

including heavy sections. Scanning electron microscope

(SEM) SU70 by Hitachi was used to observe the

microstructure of GJS 400 produced in Y-blocks. An

example of the microstructure of GJS 400 produced

through 50-mm Y-block mold is shown in Figure 1,

reporting nodular graphite in ferrite with some extent of

pearlite (light areas). The microstructure presented a good

nodularity and some area fraction of pearlite.

Nodule count (CN), average graphite nodule diameter (SN),

nodularity (Nod.) and area fractions of pearlite (XP) were

measured by digital image analysis complying on ASTM

E2567-16a, and data are reported in Table 1, where the

parameters are the average of six samples for each solidi-

fication condition. In Lynchburg samples, there was no

significant pearlite, while in the Y-blocks the pearlite area

fractions spanned from about 3–4%. The pearlite formation

was rationalized in terms of positive micro-segregations of

Mn and negative micro-segregations of Si that formed

during the solidification.17

GJS 400 Heavy Section

GJS 400 (C = 3.51 wt%, Si = 2.52, Mn = 0.19, Mg =

0.053, Cu = 0.098, Ni = 0.019, Cr = 0.032, P = 0.038,

S = 0.065, Fe = bal.) was tested in SACMI S.p.A. through

a heavy section of the weight of * 1050 kg with dimen-

sions 1200 mm 9 400 mm 9 320 mm. Fourteen thermo-

couples were embedded in the middle of the 320 mm

thickness of the section to measure the rates, and samples

were core-drilled from the same 14 positions for machining

tensile test specimens. Light microscopy (LM) was used to

observe the microstructure of GJS 400 produced in heavy

section. Detailed microstructure results and mechanical

properties are reported in Reference 18. An example of the

microstructure of GJS 400 produced through heavy section

position F_Ext is reported in Figure 2. The size of the

graphite is significantly larger than the one reported in

Figure 1, and also, the morphology is very irregular,

revealing a significant degeneracy of graphite, which is

typical of heavy sections DIs.19,20

Nodule count (CN), average diameter of the graphite nod-

ules (SN), nodularity (Nod.) and area fractions of pearlite

(XP) of seven selected positions were measured complying

on ASTM E2567, and data are reported in Table 2.

HSSDI Microstructure

HSSDIs with silicon contents of about 3.5 wt% (C = 3.49

wt%, Si = 3.48, Mn = 0.11, Mg = 0.045, P = 0.028,

S = 0.006, Fe = bal.) and about 4.5 wt% (C = 3.59 wt %,

Si = 4.46, Mn = 0.15, Mg = 0.051, P = 0.035, S = 0.005,

Fe = bal.) were produced in Zanardi Fonderie S.p.A.

through 75 and 50-mm Y-block molds complying on the

standard ASTM A 536-84. Examples of the microstructure

of HSSDIs with about 3.5 and 4.5 wt% silicon contents are

reported in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Nodule count

(CN), average graphite nodule diameter (SN) and nodularity

(Nod.) measured by digital image analysis complying on

Figure 1. Secondary electron imaging (SEI) micrograph
of GJS 400 produced through 50-mm Y-block mold.

Table 1. Microstructure Parameters of GJS 400 Pro-
duced Through Different Y-block and Lynchburg Molds

Mold CN (mm-2) SN (lm) Nod. (%) XP (%)

Lynchburg 261.1 24.3 89.8 –

Y 25 mm 241.9 24.9 91.2 3.84

Y 50 mm 115.7 31.5 87.1 3.98

Y 75 mm 104.7 34.5 83.2 3.02

Figure 2. Light microscopy (LM) micrograph of GJS 400
produced through heavy section.
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ASTM E2567-16a are reported in Table 3, where the

parameters are the average of three samples for each

solidification condition. No pearlite was found, and the

nodularity was higher than 80% with 3.5 wt% of silicon

content samples, while with increasing silicon content the

nodularity was below 70% and the graphite presented some

degeneracy with the appearance of chunky graphite, as

reported in Figure 4, consistently to the literature on

HSSDIs with high silicon content and slow solidification

rates.13–16

Quality Assessment Procedure

The dislocation-density-related Voce constitutive equa-

tion3,4 comes into

r ¼ rV þ ro � rVð Þ � exp �ep

�
ec

� �
Eqn: 1

where r is the true flow stress, ep is the true plastic strain,

rV is the saturation stress, ec is the characteristic transient

strain that defines the rate with which rV is achieved and ro
is the back-extrapolated stress to ep = 0. Even if ro is not

the yield stress, it is quite close to it. To find the Voce

parameters in Eqn. 1 from the experimental tensile flow

curves to be modeled, the differential form of the Voce

equation is used:

dr
dep

¼ rV
ec

� r
ec

¼ Ho �
r
ec

Eqn: 2

where dr/dep is the strain hardening rate and Ho the

dislocation multiplication parameter. Ho is inversely

related to the characteristic material length; so for, coarse

microstructure with large characteristic size Ho is small or

vice versa for finer microstructure with smaller

characteristic size Ho decreases. Ho and ec are considered

constants during straining. Through fitting Eqn. 2 to the

linear regions at high stresses of the differential

experimental data (dr/dep vs. r), the Voce parameters Ho

and ec are found, and in turn rV (= ec 9 Ho). Details of the

fitting procedure are reported in References 13.

In order to analyze quantitatively the effects of potential

defects on the strain hardening behavior of samples of the

same material, the plastic strain energy density (SED) at

the uniform strain eu,p, hereafter called SEDU, has been

proved to be a useful tool.8 The uniform strain eu,p is the

strain where localized deformation in the form of necking

occurs in tensile test. SEDU is the volumetric plastic strain

energy (MJ/m3) absorbed in the tensile sample until the

uniform strain eu,p and is defined as

Table 2. Microstructure Parameters of GJS 400 Pro-
duced Through Heavy Section

Position CN (mm-2) SN (lm) Nod. (%) XP (%)

A_Ext 32.1 55.6 65.8 \3

C_Ext 52.2 46.0 75.9 \3

D_Ext 33.2 59.5 73.8 \3

D_Int 30.4 64.2 71.6 \3

E_Int 27.8 62.1 53.2 \3

F_Ext 29.9 57.6 70.2 \3

F_Int 22.7 69.9 65.3 \3

Figure 3. Secondary electron imaging (SEI) micrograph
of 3.5 wt% HSSDI produced in 75-mm Y-block.

Figure 4. Secondary electron imaging (SEI) micrograph
of 4.5 wt% HSSDI produced in 75-mm Y-block.

Table 3. Microstructure Parameters of HSSDIs with 3.5
and 4.5 wt% Silicon Content Produced Through 75- and

50-mm Y-Block Molds

Si wt% Mold (mm) CN (mm-2) SN (lm) Nod. (%)

3.5 Y 50 145.9 25.2 82.0

Y 75 130.4 26.3 75.8

4.5 Y 50 126.7 23.3 72.2

Y 75 110.9 24.3 69.8
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SEDU ¼
Zeu;p

0

r ep

� �
dep Eqn: 3

where r(ep) is the tensile flow curve and eu,p according to

Voce formalism is defined as

eu;p ¼ ec � ln
ec þ 1

ec
� rV � ro

rV

� �
Eqn: 4

Failure in sound materials that are tensile tested occurs

finally because of localized plastic deformation beyond

necking, that is, ep[ eu,p. However, if defects that are

stress raisers are present in the materials, the flow stress

needed to achieve failure may be reduced because it is

occurring before necking, depending on the defect sizes

and density. So the energy absorbed by the specimen

during tensile testing is a potential assess of defects in

materials, and the higher the defect sizes and density, the

lower the absorbed energy. When the effects of defects on

strain hardening are significant, a direct comparison

between elongations to rupture according to the quality

assessment procedure is meaningless.8 So SEDU analysis

could be a further tool for comparing the strain hardening

behavior and integrity of GJS 400 produced through

Y-blocks and heavy sections, and HSSDIs with 3.5 and

4.5 wt% silicon contents produced through different

Y-blocks.

Results

GJS 400 Tensile Results

Y-Blocks GJS 400

The MAD for GJS 400 is reported in Figure 5, where the

Voce data of GIS 400 produced through the four different

Y-blocks lay on a specific region of the diagram along a

specific line, identifying univocally the Y-blocks GJS 400.

The intercept of the data best fitting line was positive

(? 2.06). In Figure 6 are reported the model flow curves

(true stress–true strain) until the uniform strain eu,p from

three selected Y-blocks GJS 400 samples. With increasing

Ho, the tensile and the yield strength of the material

increase, that is, the saturation stress rV and the initial

stress ro increase.

It is important to bear in mind that in Figure 6 the true

stress–true strain flow curves are models with strain values

up to the uniform strains eu,p, regardless of the fact that

these strains were actually achieved or not. Indeed, in GJS

400 produced through Y-blocks, the uniform strains (and

so the necking) were always achieved, so the theoretical

uniform strains eu,p could be compared to the experimental

ones, finding an underestimation of about - 7%. Hollomon

equation was also fitted to the experimental flow curves to

calculate the uniform strain according to Hollomon for-

malism, but the underestimation was of about - 20%. So

the smaller average error suggested that the theoretical

uniform strains eu,p calculated through Voce formalism

were more reliable, as already proved in Reference 5. The

usefulness of this approach will be evident when the SEDU

values versus the Voce parameters are considered.

Heavy Section GJS 400

The MAD for GJS 400 produced through heavy section is

reported in Figure 7, where the GJS 400 data from the 14

different positions in the heavy section lay on a specific

region of the diagram along a specific line, identifying

univocally the tested material. The Voce analysis was

performed up to ep = 0.03 of the experimental tensile flow

curves, since the extensometers did not work beyond 0.03

during the tensile tests. In fact, reliable linear Voce

behaviors in the strain range 0.01–0.03 (about 1–3%

elongations) were found, while above 0.03 deviations from

Figure 5. Matrix assessment diagram (MAD) for GJS 400
produced in three different Y- and Lynchburg-blocks.

Figure 6. Selected model true stress–true strain flow
curves of GJS 400 produced in four Y-blocks: With
increasing Ho, the strength of DJS 400 (rV) and yield
stress (ro) also increase.
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linearity were originated because of the shift from strain

control (below 0.03) to stroke control (beyond ep = 0.03).

It is noteworthy that in Figure 7 the intercept of the best

fitting line of the heavy section GJS 400 data was negative

(- 6.24), conversely to the results reported for the

Y-blocks GJS 400. In Figure 8 are reported three selected

model true stress–true strain flow curves until the uniform

strain eu,p from three selected positions in the heavy sec-

tion. The flow curves are models with strain values up to

the uniform strains eu,p, regardless of the fact that these

strains were achieved or not. For instance, the real elon-

gation to rupture of the sample D_Ext was 0.091, consid-

erably lower than the uniform strain of 0.16 reported in

Figure 6. Consistently to the negative intercept of the best

linear fit (- 6.24) found in MAD, and to the relationship

among the Voce parameters, that is, rV = ec 9 Ho, and

differently to the plastic behavior found in the GJS 400

produced though Y-blocks, now with increasing Ho the

strength of the material (rV) decreased significantly, while

the initial ro was constant. Indeed, this tensile plastic

behavior has been already reported in References 14 and 15

for DIs with silicon content lower than 3 wt% produced in

heavy sections, where the authors reported that low nodu-

larity and graphite degeneracy with chunky graphite that

formed because of slow cooling rates decreased elonga-

tions to rupture and ultimate tensile strengths, without

affecting yield strengths.

In Figures 6 and 8, model true stress–true strain flow

curves up to the uniform strains (regardless of the fact that

they were achieved or not) were considered, so they were

representative of ideal plastic behavior. Defects and met-

allurgical discontinuities could reduce the real elongations

to rupture, as indeed occurred in GJS 400 produced through

heavy section. The differences in uniform elongations and

heights between the Y-blocks (Figure 6) and heavy section

(Figure 8) flow curves might be indicative of differences in

chemical compositions and production routes, and further

investigations should necessary to rationalize them.

HSSDI Tensile Results

3.5 wt% HSSDI

The MAD for 3.5 wt% HSSDI is reported in Figure 9. The

Voce data lay on a specific region of the diagram along a

specific best fitting line with positive intercept (? 2.54). In

Figure 10 are reported the model flow curves (true stress–

true strain) until the uniform strain eu,p of three selected

samples. With increasing Ho, the tensile and the yield

strengths of the material increase, that is, the saturation

stress rV and the initial stress ro increase, consistently to

the physical meaning of Voce equation. So in 3.5 wt%

HSSDI the strain hardening behavior and the MAD anal-

ysis are consistent with the results of GJS 400 produced in

Y-blocks reported in ‘‘Y-Blocks GJS 400’’ section. It is

noteworthy that in 3.5 wt% HSSDI samples the uniform

strains (and so the necking) were always achieved, so the

Figure 7. Matrix assessment diagram (MAD) for GJS 400
produced in heavy section.

Figure 8. Selected model true stress–true strain flow
curves of GJS 400 produced in heavy section: With
increasing Ho, the strength of DJS 400 (rV) deceases,
while the yield stress (ro) is constant.

Figure 9. Matrix assessment diagram (MAD) for 3.5 wt%
HSSDI produced in 50- and 75-mm Y-blocks.
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theoretical uniform strains eu,p could be compared to the

experimental ones, finding an excellent match with an

underestimation of the experimental eu,p of about - 0.02%.

4.5 wt% HSSDI

The MAD for 4.5 wt% HSSDI is reported in Figure 11.

The Voce data lay on a specific region of the diagram along

a specific best fitting line. However, the intercept of the

best fitting line is negative (- 4.43). In Figure 12, the

model flow curves (true stress–true strain) until the uniform

strain eu,p of selected samples are reported. Consistently to

the considerations of the MAD results reported for GJS 400

produced in heavy section (‘‘Heavy Section GJS 400’’

section), now with increasing Ho, the tensile strength of the

material decreases, while the yield stress maintained

constant, which is not consistent with the physical meaning

of Voce equation. So in 4.5 wt% HSSDI the strain hard-

ening behavior and the MAD analysis results are consistent

with the results of GJS 400 produced in heavy section

reported in ‘‘Heavy Section GJS 400’’ section.

In Figure 12 are reported the model true stress–true strain

flow curves until the uniform strain eu,p of selected samples

from Y-blocks 75 and 50 mm, for which the intercept of

the best linear fit was negative (-4.43). With increasing Ho,

the strength of the material decreased significantly, that is,

the saturation stress rV, while the initial ro maintained

constant. In References 13–16 decreased elongations to

rupture and ultimate tensile strengths, without affecting

yield strengths, have been reported for HSSDIs, where low

nodularity and graphite degeneracy with chunky graphite

formed because of high silicon content and slow cooling

rates.

Discussion

All tensile strain hardening data of GJS 400 and HSSDIs

lied on specific regions in the MAD, along specific lines,

proving further that the MAD analysis is useful in DIs

grade classification based on chemical composition and

production route. However, two opposing plastic behaviors

were highlighted in the MAD analysis, since the intercepts

of the best fitting lines could indeed be positive or negative.

Positive intercept meant that with increasing Ho the tensile

and the yield strengths of the material increased. This

behavior was found in the GJS 400 produced in Y-blocks

and 3.5 wt% HSSDI, where nodularity was excellent.

When the intercept of the best fitting line in MAD was

negative, the tensile plastic behavior was opposite, since

with increasing Ho the tensile strength decreased, while the

yield strength was constant. This behavior was found in the

Figure 10. Model true stress–true strain flow curves of
three selected 3.5 wt% HSSDI samples produced in 50-
and 75-mm Y-block: With increasing Ho, the strength (rV)
and yield stress (ro) also increase.

Figure 11. Matrix assessment diagram (MAD) for 4.5%
HSSDI produced in 50- and 75-mm Y-blocks.

Figure 12. Model true stress–true strain flow curves of
selected 4.5 wt% HSSDI produced in 50- and 75-mm
Y-blocks: With increasingHo, the strength (rV) deceases,
while the yield stress (ro) is almost constant.
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GJS 400 produced in heavy section and 4.5 wt% HSSDI,

where nodularity deceased significantly.

Similar behavior of Figures 8 and 12 has been reported in

aluminum castings that are well known to be highly

defected,21–25 suggesting further that the anomalous strain

hardening behavior of the heavy section GJS 400 and the

4.5 wt% HSSIs could be also caused by defects. In

Table 2, poor nodularity was reported in heavy section GJS

400, indicating some extent of graphite degeneracy that is

evident in Figure 2. No detailed micrographs of chunky

graphite are reported in Reference 18, even if the presence

of chunky graphite has been widely reported for heavy

section products.9,10,19,20 In Table 3, also in 4.5 wt%

HSSDI some graphite degeneracy was present with con-

siderable nodularity decrease, and some chunky graphite is

also reported in Figure 4. So, even if no correlation as

reported in References 19 and 20 between the unusual

plastic behavior and chunky graphite was possible, there

was an evident connection between unusual plastic

behavior and graphite degeneracy that is known to be

detrimental for tensile mechanical properties. In fact, gra-

phitic nodules with low spherical shape factor are defects,

as they can present sharp features that can act like stress

raisers, nucleating and propagating cracks. This causes

reduction and variability of ductility and SEDU. However,

it was noteworthy that even if the strain hardening should

be significantly affected by defects, the Voce parameters of

the heavy section GJS 400 in Figure 7 and HSSDIs in

Figure 11 could lay on specific lines. So Ho and 1/ec were

correlated also in materials where defects should be sig-

nificant, and a random effect on strain hardening behavior

should be expected. So the capability of the MAD to

identify materials with potential metallurgical discontinuity

and defects was evaluated.

The positive intercept (? 2.06) of the best linear fit of the

Y-blocks GJS 400 and (? 2.54) of 3.5 wt% HSSDI were

consistent with the physical interpretation of Voce equa-

tion, according to which the large Ho is correlated with

finer microstructure,3,4 resulting in stronger material with

increasing yield and tensile strengths. Consistently to this

interpretation, in Figures 6 and 10 the model tensile flow

curves (true stress–true strain) with increasing Ho pre-

sented increasing rV and ro. The negative intercept

(- 6.24) of the best linear fit of the heavy section GJS 400

and (- 4.42) of 4.5 wt% HSSDI resulted in an opposite

plastic behavior. In fact, since the saturation stress rV is

given by ec 9 Ho, negative intercept meant that higher Ho

should have resulted in lower rV, which was in contrast to

the physical meaning of Voce equation. Indeed, this

behavior (increasing Ho, with decreasing rV and constant

ro) has been often reported in aluminum castings where the

sizes and density of defects are dramatically high. Inter-

estingly, in the investigation reported in Reference 23 when

the aluminum castings were hot isostatic pressed (HIP) to

reduce the sizes and density of defects, the plastic behavior

of the HIP aluminum samples became consistent with

Figures 6 and 10 (increasing Ho, with increasing rV and

ro), that is, consistent with the physical meaning of Voce

equation.

The SEDU values of Y-blocks and heavy section GJS 400

versus Ho are reported in Figure 13, while from 3.5 and

4.5 wt% SEDU data are reported in Figure 14. The first

evidence was that two different trends of the sets of data

were present. The SEDU values from the Y-blocks GJS 400

and the 3.5 wt% HSSDI were independent on the Voce

parameter Ho. The horizontal green line in Figure 13 was

the SEDU mean value of GJS 400 produced in heavy sec-

tion, namely 58.2 MJ/m3 with an absolute mean variance

of 0.7 MJ/m3. The same behavior is reported in Figure 14

for 3.5 wt HSSDI, where the horizontal green line was the

SEDU mean value of 3.5 wt% HSSDI, namely 60.6 MJ/m3

with an absolute mean variance of 0.3 MJ/m3. The same

behavior SEDU versus Ho was found for IDI 800, where it

was proved that strain hardening behavior was not affected

by defects.8 Conversely, in heavy section GJS 400 the

SEDU values spanned from 57.7 to 102.5 MJ/m3, resulting

in a mean value of 70.5 MJ/m3 with an absolute mean

variance of 9.5 MJ/m3. Also in 4.5 wt% HSSDI in Fig-

ure 14, the SEDU is significantly dependent on the Voce

parameter Ho, varying from 39.2 to 61.2 MJ/m3, resulting

in a mean value of 55.4 MJ/m3 with an absolute mean

variance of 4.8 MJ/m3. The same behavior SEDU versus

Ho was reported for aluminum casting data.8 So the heavy

section data presented a high variability that was typical of

the presence of large sizes and high density of defects,

which is distinctive of heavy section DIs.9–12,19,20 Degen-

erated graphite (low nodularity) as reported in Figure 2 for

heavy section GJS 400 may have stress raisers that nucleate

cracks, while proper spherical graphite (high nodularity) as

reported in Figure 1 for Y-blocks GJS 400 is well known to

be efficient obstacle to the crack propagation during tensile

testing. The nodularity in Table 1 for Y-blocks GJS 400

Figure 13. SEDU versus Ho of GJS 400 produced in
Y-blocks and heavy section.
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was always higher than 83%, while in Table 2 for heavy

section GJS 400 it was never higher than 76%, with a

minimum of 57.6% for the position F_Ext in Table 2 with

the microstructure reported in Figure 2. In Table 3, in

HSSDI the nodularity for 3.5 wt% silicon content samples

was always higher than 75%, while that for 4.5 wt% silicon

content always was lower than 73%, with a minimum of

69.8% for the 75-mm Y-block. However, there was no

direct correlation between microstructure parameters and

plastic behaviors, so the nodularity results were only

qualitative support to the different plastic behaviors.

The two different and opposite plastic behaviors could be

explained qualitatively. Because of good nodularity, the

nature and density of defects in the Y-blocks GJS 400 and

3.5 wt% HSSDI were below a significant threshold and did

not affect the flow curve shapes, and in fact, the elonga-

tions to rupture were always beyond necking. The plastic

behavior was consistent with the physical meaning of Voce

equation. The sharp scatter of SEDU with no correlation

with the Voce parameter Ho meant that the differences of

plastic behaviors in the Y-blocks GJS 400 and 3.5 wt%

HSSDI samples were caused by random microstructure

features that affected the tensile flow curves (rV and ro), or

even by contributions that could be related to measurement

errors that were random by nature. Conversely, in the

heavy section GJS 400 and 4.5 wt% HSSDI the SEDU and

Ho were strongly related, since the nature and density of

defects in the samples were probably so high that defects

could contribute significantly to the plastic behaviors of the

different samples, affecting the Voce parameters Ho and rV
(and not ro).

The same anomalous plastic behavior here reported in GJS

400 heavy section and 4.5 wt% HSSDI has been reported

also for aluminum castings that are well known to enclose

defects with large sizes in high density.21–25 So the

anomalous plastic behavior for the DIs and aluminum

castings, and in contrast to the physical interpretation of

Voce equation, could be defined as defect-driven plasticity.

Unfortunately, no direct indications of defects were found,

and the low nodularity was just an indication of graphite

degeneracy that could have produced stress raisers, so

further investigation should be needed.

However, this investigation proved that the MAD could

give useful information concerning not only the different

chemical compositions and production routes of DIs, but

also information about the presence of potential metallur-

gical defects by analyzing the intercept signs of the best

lines fitting the Voce parameters in MAD. If the intercept is

positive, the material is sound, while, if the intercept is

negative, the material plastic behavior should be driven by

defects that are relevant in sizes and density in the material.

The more negative the intercept, the higher the size and

density of the metallurgical discontinuities and defects.

Deeper investigations on this interpretation are needed.

The correlations between Voce parameters in the matrix

assessment diagram are indeed surprising. In the sound

material where the plastic behavior is consistent with the

physical interpretation of Voce equation,3,4 Ho is the

athermal component of strain hardening and 1/ec the

dynamic recovery term that is thermal and describes the

dislocation annihilation and formation of low-energy

structures. To the author’s knowledge, there is no apparent

reason why Ho and 1/ec should be correlated in sound

materials. So even more surprisingly was the correlation

between Ho and 1/ec in the material that should be defec-

ted, since defects are expected to affect randomly the

plastic behavior rather than describe a regular trend which

could indicate the existence of a sort of defect-driven

plasticity. These two surprising results should drive future

investigations. However, so far some beneficial applica-

tions should be possible and here are reported considera-

tions about those.

Conclusions

A new microstructure quality assessment procedure3,4 is

based on two diagrams: the matrix assessment diagram

(MAD) capable of identifying unambiguously DIs pro-

duced with different silicon contents and various produc-

tion routes, and the integrity assessment diagram (IAD)

capable of identifying the presence of potential defects by

comparing the elongations to rupture with the theoretical

uniform elongations based on Voce formalism. The pro-

cedure is based on the fundamental assumption that the

defects do not affect the strain hardening behavior of DIs.

A comparison between the plastic behaviors of GJS 400

produced through Y-blocks and heavy sections, and

between 3.5 and 4.5 wt% HSSDI, was reported, focusing

on the capability of a material quality assessment proce-

dure3,4 to give indications of the integrity of the examined

DIs even if strain hardening behaviors might be

Figure 14. SEDU versus Ho of 3.5 and 4.5 wt% HSSDI
produced in 50- and 75-mm Y-blocks.
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significantly affected by metallurgical discontinuities and

defects, like in GJS 400 produced in heavy section and in

4.5 wt% HSSDI. The following conclusions could be

drawn:

• The matrix assessment diagram (MAD) could give

useful information not only on the different

chemical compositions and production routes of

DIs, but also concerning the presence of potential

metallurgical defects through analyzing the inter-

cept signs of the best linear lines fitting the Voce

parameters;

• The intercepts of the best linear fittings of the

Voce parameters could be positive or negative:

The positive intercepts reported for Y-blocks GJS

400 and 3.5 wt% HSSDI were consistent with the

physical meaning of Voce equation (larger Voce

parameter Ho, because of finer and stronger

microstructure with larger rV), so the material

was sound;

• If the intercept was negative like in the heavy

section GJS 400 and 4.5 wt% silicon HSSDI, the

material plastic behavior was in contrast to the

physical interpretation of Voce equation, but was

driven by defects (defect-driven plasticity) that

were relevant in sizes and density in the material

(larger Voce parameter Ho, weaker microstructure

with lower rV); so, the material was defected;

• Strain energy density at uniform strain (SEDU)

calculations were hardly scattered for the sound

Y-blocks GJS 400 and 3.5 wt% silicon HSSDI

with no relationship with Voce parameters, which

was caused by random microstructure features that

affected hardly the tensile flow curves, or even by

contributions that could be associated with mea-

surement errors that were random by nature;

• In the heavy section GJS 400 and 4.5 wt% silicon

HSSDI, SEDU values and Voce parameter Ho

were strongly related, since the nature and density

of defects in the samples were so high that the

defects contributed significantly to the plastic

behaviors of the different samples, affecting rV
(and not ro);

• SEDU analysis is also a useful tool to discriminate

between sound and defected materials.
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